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ABSTRACT
Existing IP anonymity systems tend to sacrifice one of low latency, high bandwidth, or resistance to traffic-analysis. High-latency mix-nets like Mixminion batch messages to resist traffic-analysis at the expense of low latency. Onion routing schemes like Tor deliver low latency and high bandwidth, but are not designed to withstand traffic analysis. Designs based on DC-nets or broadcast channels resist traffic analysis and provide low latency, but are limited to low bandwidth communication.

In this paper, we present the design, implementation, and evaluation of Aqua, a high-bandwidth anonymity system that resists traffic analysis. We focus on providing strong anonymity for BitTorrent, and evaluate the performance of Aqua using traces from hundreds of thousands of actual BitTorrent users. We show that Aqua achieves latency low enough for efficient bulk TCP flows, bandwidth sufficient to carry BitTorrent traffic with reasonable efficiency, and resistance to traffic analysis within anonymity sets of hundreds of clients. We conclude that Aqua represents an interesting new point in the space of anonymity network designs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer-communication networks—Network Architecture and Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
Internet users concerned about their privacy, including whistleblowers and dissident citizens of totalitarian states, depend on reliable means to access Internet services anonymously. As demonstrated by a recent subpoena requiring Twitter to provide connection details of suspected Wikileaks supporters [25], governments can readily discover the network identities of web users. Simple proxy VPN services also can be legally compelled to log and reveal client IP addresses, as demonstrated by a UK-based VPN that recently complied with a US subpoena to trace one of its users [1].

Network anonymization services like Tor provide a higher degree of protection, because individual proxies cannot learn both the destination and client IP address of an anonymized flow [11]. However, Tor is not designed to withstand traffic analysis [9, 20, 23, 29, 32, 33], which means an attacker who can observe the traffic at multiple proxies involved in a Tor circuit (e.g., the ingress and egress proxy) can determine the source and destination of the circuit. In practice, governments can request that ISPs duplicate targeted customers’ traffic on-the-fly and forward it through a secure channel [2]. The existence of surveillance facilities like the NSA Spy Center in Utah suggests that government agencies may already be collecting such information at a massive scale [3].

Traffic analysis works by matching the time series of encrypted packets within a circuit at different proxies. To defeat traffic analysis, proxies have to obscure the temporal pattern of individual packet flows (we refer to this process as traffic obfuscation). Obfuscation can be achieved by batching packets from different flows or by adding artificial delay or artificial traffic called chaff. Obfuscation necessarily extracts a cost in terms of the delay, throughput, or bandwidth requirements of anonymized flows.

Roughly a decade ago, a number of researchers proposed designs for low-latency, traffic-analysis resistant anonymity networks [4, 8, 12, 17, 18, 26, 28]. The performance of these systems, however, was rather discouraging. Perhaps as a result there has been a dearth of research in recent years on low-latency traffic-analysis resistant anonymity networks. While there is likely no silver bullet design, we feel that this problem is important enough that researchers should continue to work for solutions that exhibit an acceptable benefit-cost ratio under some set of realistic conditions.

Towards this end, this paper describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of Anonymous Quanta (Aqua for short), a low-latency anonymity network that resists traffic analysis, can tolerate a bounded number of compromised nodes, and scales well with the number of users. Aqua demonstrates substantial performance gains over previous designs for a workload based on thousands of actual BitTorrent users. For instance, we show that Aqua achieves k-anonymity within a set of k = 100 BitTorrent users with a median cost of 15% additional bandwidth utilization and 20% longer download time.

There are three key insights behind Aqua’s design. First, Aqua uses a different anonymization and traffic obfuscation
strategy in the core (i.e., on links connecting \textit{Aqua} proxies) than it does at the edges (i.e., on links connecting clients to an \textit{Aqua} proxy). This separation allows \textit{Aqua} to take advantage of the different traffic conditions in core and edge to minimize overhead for a given degree of anonymity. Second, in the core, \textit{Aqua} relies on encrypted, chaffed flows to achieve a payload-independent, uniform traffic rate. It routes client payload flows via multiple overlay paths to take advantage of available capacity and minimize chaff bandwidth overhead.

Third, at the edges, \textit{Aqua} forms sets of clients with similar payload traffic patterns, and varies the rate of encrypted, chaffed traffic on client links in the same set uniformly to achieve k-anonymity. Thus, \textit{Aqua} can take advantage of existing spatial and temporal correlation among client payload flows to achieve large anonymity sets at low overhead.

\textit{Aqua}'s initial target application is peer-to-peer file sharing. BitTorrent is an important application, because it has a large user base and many of its users desire anonymity. A recent study showed that 17% of P2P file-sharing users were already employing anonymizing services and 51% wished to do so in the future [19]. For lack of an alternative, users today resort to Tor, which is not designed to withstand traffic analysis. Moreover, BitTorrent carries much traffic, which presents both a challenge for existing anonymity designs and an opportunity for \textit{Aqua}: The higher the temporal and spatial correlation among payload flows, the lower the inherent overhead required to obfuscate the source and destination of an individual flow.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- The design of a traffic-analysis resistant anonymity network with high bandwidth efficiency and latency low enough for bulk TCP flows.
- A trace-driven evaluation of \textit{Aqua} on a workload of hundreds of thousands of actual BitTorrent users.
- A comparison of \textit{Aqua}'s performance with several alternative designs: constant rate chaffing, broadcast channels, and P2P overlays.

Our experimental evaluation shows that using multiple paths in the core helps to disperse traffic peaks, which in turn reduces the rate of chaff traffic and the resulting overhead significantly. Also, enforcing uniform variable rate among endpoints with correlated traffic can provide k-anonymity with low overhead.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Background and related work is discussed in Section 2. We describe the \textit{Aqua} design and its security properties in Section 3. An experimental evaluation of the \textit{Aqua} design, and some preliminary results with a prototype implementation are presented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Fundamental techniques. The ultimate source or destination of an IP packet can be concealed using a relay node, such as a VPN service. However, this simple approach depends on the integrity of the relay node, which knows the source and destination of any packet passing through it. The approach can be generalized to an \textit{anonymity network}, where packets are forwarded via several relays, such that no single relay knows both source and destination of a packet (or depending on the design, neither source nor destination).

Chaum introduced \textit{mix-nets} to provide anonymous communication and defeat traffic analysis [5]. In addition to relaying messages, a mix hides the correspondence between input and output messages through hop-by-hop encryption and batching. Encryption provides bit-wise unlinkability; that is, it unlinks the bit patterns of messages arriving at the mix and the messages departing from the mix. Batching prevents an attacker from tracing messages based on their arrival and departure times. To defend against compromised mixes, each message can be sent through a sequence of mixes so anonymity is maintained as long as at least one mix in the sequence is honest.

Dining cryptographers (D-C) nets [6, 16] and verifiable shuffles [13, 22, 31] are cryptographic techniques that offer strong resistance to traffic analysis without requiring batching. However, computation and communication costs have generally limited designs based on these ideas to small anonymity sets and low bandwidth efficiency.

At a high level, anonymity networks can be divided into peer-to-peer networks consisting only of clients and infrastructure based networks with dedicated relays separate from the clients. P2P networks [12, 24] are inherently robust to network edge analysis, because an attacker cannot distinguish whether a node is the source, destination or relay of traffic. On the other hand, peers tend to be less reliable, less powerful and more heterogeneous, which makes it harder to provide predictable performance. Lastly, P2P network expose clients to additional legal risks, because they relay traffic for other clients. Infrastructure based networks [11] tend to have more powerful and reliable relay nodes, with known locations and jurisdictions. However, they face network-edge attacks, which require weaker adversarial models (i.e., trusted entry/exit relays) or additional defenses.

High-latency anonymity networks. Designs providing both bit-wise unlinkability and batching are generally referred to as \textit{high-latency anonymity networks}. These designs are implemented by systems like Babel [15], Mixmaster [21], and Mixminion [10] and carry delay-tolerant communications such as e-mails. Mix-nets typically perform public key encryption for each message they process and typically delay messages for hours for the purpose of batching.

Modest-latency anonymity networks. Many applications require both anonymity and modest latency. By refraining from batching, anonymity designs can typically reduce round trip time to seconds or hundreds of milliseconds, making them appropriate for flow-based communication. But, by doing so, they generally have to give up one of bandwidth efficiency (e.g., $P^k$ [26], Dissent [30]), or resistance to traffic analysis (e.g., Tor).

Onion routing (Tor). The most popular low-latency anonymity design, Tor, is circuit-based. To establish a circuit, a client selects a number of proxies at random and then establishes a session key with each proxy in such a way that each proxy knows only its predecessor and successor in the circuit. Once a circuit is established, the client can encrypt a packet using the session key of the proxies from last to first and send the encrypted packet to the first proxy of the circuit. In turn, each proxy decrypts the packet and forwards it to its successor in the circuit until the unencrypted packet leaves the last proxy of the circuit. Tor is not designed to resist traffic analysis attacks.

Dissent [30] is an infrastructure based anonymity service with a very strong adversarial model, where a single honest
proxy is sufficient to ensure anonymity, even in the presence of an attacker who can observe all traffic. The system relies on DC-nets and verifiable shuffles, and cleverly exploits its infrastructure based architecture to scale to hundreds of clients with modest delay and bandwidth sufficient for web browsing. However, the system’s capacity and scalability are subject to DC-net scaling limits with respect to the number of proxies, and overhead per payload bit for cryptographic processing.

$P^2$ [26] is a scalable peer-to-peer anonymity network robust to passive traffic analysis. The participating peers form a hierarchy of broadcast channels, such that each peer joins a small number (2 or 3) of different channels. The peers in a given channel exchange hop-by-hop encrypted packets at a fixed rate, mixing payload traffic with chaff to achieve a fixed target rate. To send a packet to a peer $r$, the sender encrypts the packet with $r$’s public key, and forwards the message to one of the receiver’s channels, in which it is broadcast. By choosing channels with different numbers of members, peers can trade receiver anonymity for communication efficiency.

Tarzan [12] is a low-latency peer-to-peer anonymity network. Tarzan relies on layered encryption to achieve bit-wise unlinkability despite malicious peers. Tarzan uses chaff traffic to obscure traffic patterns and ensures that the traffic of the nodes within a given anonymity set is indistinguishable.

The original design of the Java Anonymous Proxy (JAP) [4] infrastructure based anonymity network had clients exchange constant traffic with the first mix of a cascade, in order to defeat end-to-end traffic analysis. However, this countermeasure was abandoned in the JAP deployment because its bandwidth overhead was considered too high. Similarly, the Freedom Network was initially deployed with some countermeasures against traffic analysis but were latter removed due to their high bandwidth overhead [27].

Summary. Compared to existing techniques, Aqua occupies a different point in the design space, seeking to meet the needs of applications with a need for high bandwidth efficiency, like BitTorrent. It combines a strong adversarial model and modest latency with high bandwidth efficiency and significantly large anonymity sets (hundreds). Aqua differs from Tor in its resistance to traffic analysis. Aqua differs from $P^2$ in its design, bandwidth efficiency, and detailed threat model. Relative to Dissent, Aqua has a weaker adversarial model (i.e., entry and exit mixes are assumed to be trustworthy), but avoids the scaling limits due to the computational overhead of D-C nets. Unlike $P^2$ and Dissent, Aqua uses unicast routing instead of broadcast, which gives it inherently better throughput for a given level of anonymity and overhead. The technique used by Aqua to obscure traffic on its client links has some similarity with Tarzan’s mimics.

However, Aqua splits payload traffic along multiple paths, enabling it to better utilize available bandwidth within existing anonymity sets. Finally, Aqua takes advantage of similarity in concurrent payload traffic to achieve anonymity with high bandwidth efficiency. Together, these techniques enable Aqua to achieve better bandwidth efficiency than Tarzan and, to the best of our knowledge, all existing traffic analysis resistant anonymity networks. Table 1 summarizes our comparison.

### 3. DESIGN

#### 3.1 Overview

**System Model.** Aqua consists of mixes, which relay traffic, and clients, which originate and terminate traffic. Clients and mixes are connected by links, which carry encrypted traffic. Each client is attached to exactly one mix at a time, chosen by the client to meet her privacy needs. For a given payload flow, the mixes adjacent to the two communicating clients are called the edge mixes.

Aqua adopts an infrastructure based architecture, because dedicated mixes are likely to be more reliable and can be placed in well-known locations and jurisdictions. Moreover, this architecture does not expose clients to legal risks associated with forwarding the traffic of unknown participants like P2P architectures do.

In simple cases, an originating client contacts a receiving client (e.g., a server) at a well known address through Aqua. Here, Aqua hides the address of the client, a property called sender anonymity. In other cases, a receiving client wishes to receive anonymous connections without revealing her own address, a property called receiver anonymity. To this end, Aqua provides a rendezvous mechanism, described in Section 3.4, which joins two sender-anonymous flows at a rendezvous mix, forming a sender-receiver mutually anonymous flow.

**Threat Model.** We assume an attacker who seeks to infer which pairs of clients communicate via Aqua. The attacker is able to observe the time series of encrypted traffic at all clients and mixes as part of a global, passive traffic analysis attack. Within a portion of the Internet controlled by the attacker, he can additionally compromise mixes and clients, and modify the time series of encrypted traffic as part of a local, active traffic analysis attack. However, it is assumed that legitimate clients choose uncompromised edge mixes for their circuits\(^1\), and that the attacker controls any of the client, the edge mix, or the network path between client and edge mix on at most one end of a Aqua circuit.

The attacker can control only a bounded number of clients and a bounded number of mixes. The ratio of active clients to mixes is assumed to be large enough to ensure that there are many payload flows between each pair of mixes at any time. Lastly, we make the common assumption that attackers cannot break the cryptographic primitives or compromise the keys used by mixes or clients they do not control. We will discuss Aqua’s anonymity under these attacks in Section 3.5.

**Goals.** Aqua ensures the following anonymity property under the threat model described above:

\(^1\)For instance, by considering the mixes’ location, jurisdiction, history and operator relative to the type of communication the client seeks to perform.
Figure 1: Top: A single circuit terminated by a receiving client provides sender-anonymity. Bottom: Two Aqua circuits joined at a rendezvous mix provide a sender-receiver mutually anonymous circuit.

- $k$-anonymity. The attacker cannot determine which legitimate client among a set of $k$ clients is communicating with a given target client or rendezvous mix.

Moreover, Aqua has the following performance goals:

- **Scalability to large $k$.** Aqua scales to large $k$, i.e., to large anonymity sets.

- **Modest end-to-end latency.** Because Aqua targets applications like BitTorrent, its latencies must be low enough to achieve good bulk TCP performance.

- **High bandwidth.** As Aqua targets bandwidth-intensive applications, it must be able to use the capacity of the underlying network effectively.

**Roadmap.** In the rest of this section, we discuss the components of Aqua’s design. Bitwise unlinkability is ensured through layered, hop-by-hop encryption. Payload flows are routed via a circuit consisting of an entry mix, a set of middle mixes, and an exit mix. Traffic obfuscation is achieved by different mechanisms in the core and at the edge of the Aqua network. In the core, Aqua maintains constant rate encrypted traffic among mixes, where payload traffic is augmented with chaff traffic to maintain the rate. Multipath routing via different middle mixes exploits available payload bandwidth in the core while keeping chaff traffic to a minimum.

To obfuscate traffic at the edge, Aqua dynamically chooses sets of clients with correlated payload traffic patterns. The encrypted traffic rate of client links within a set is then coupled, by shaping payload traffic and augmenting it with chaff. As a result, the observed time series of encrypted traffic on links in a set reveals nothing about payload flows, ensuring $k$-anonymity. By assigning clients to an anonymity set with similar payload traffic patterns, Aqua can exploit correlated client traffic to achieve large anonymity sets while keeping chaff traffic and payload traffic shaping low. Finally, rendezvous provides receiver anonymity, by concatenating two sender-anonymous circuits via a rendezvous mix (see Fig. 1).

### 3.2 Bit-wise Unlinkability

Bit-wise unlinkability is achieved through layered and hop-by-hop encryption over a dedicated circuit determined by the originating client. When a client wishes to initiate a bi-directional flow with another client, it selects two mixes to serve as edge mixes for the duration of the flow. The client establishes an onion circuit [14] involving the two edge mixes and the destination. The destination could be a receiving client, or a rendezvous mix in case of a receiver anonymous circuit (see Section 3.4).

Packets exchanged between the edge mixes may be sent on the direct link between the edge mixes, or traverse a middle mix selected from the other mixes. Different packets from a given flow may traverse different middle mixes. By forwarding traffic via middle mixes, Aqua can accommodate payload traffic in excess of the constant rate of the link between a pair of mixes. Every edge mix pair maintains an encrypted session so that middle mixes cannot identify the circuit id of packets they forward.

**Security.** Because the traffic on each link is encrypted using a secret key shared only between adjacent nodes, the bit-wise content appears random and uncorrelated with the traffic on other links. Thus, the attacker can learn nothing by observing the content of network traffic. If a middle mix is compromised, it can learn the edge mixes of encrypted packets it forwards, but not the circuit id or clients of the packet’s flow.

### 3.3 Traffic-analysis Resistance

Despite bitwise unlinkability, an attacker can observe and correlate the time series of encrypted packets on different links. Changes in the payload rate of a flow, dynamic capacity changes of network links (e.g., due to congestion), or manipulation of encrypted traffic by an active attacker can cause correlated changes in the time series of encrypted traffic along a flow’s path. To defeat such traffic analysis, the anonymity network must craft the time series of packets on each link such that the attacker is unable to infer which clients are communicating.

Such traffic obfuscation can be accomplished by batching payload traffic from different flows, splitting payload traffic across multiple paths, adding artificial delay to payload traffic, or adding artificial chaff traffic.

Aqua uses a combination of chaffing and delayed flow start-up for traffic obfuscation. Moreover, Aqua uses a different strategy for traffic obfuscation in the core and at the edges of the network. In the Aqua core, we use uniform rate chaffing, because there is enough statistical multiplexing of inter-mix traffic that aggregate rate changes are infrequent. The multi-path routing at the core further helps to smoothen traffic imbalances among the mixes. At the network edge, we devise a novel dynamic chaffing strategy for traffic obfuscation, which can take advantage of temporal and spatial correlation among different clients’ payload traffic to achieve $k$-anonymity in large sets at low overhead, despite the bursty nature of individual flows. We describe both methods in more detail below.

#### 3.3.1 Traffic obfuscation in the core

Aqua’s traffic obfuscation in the core is conceptually simple: all mixes transmit to all other mixes at a constant rate. Mixes partition time into small periods called batch periods. During each period, each mix sends the same number of
same-sized packets to every other mix. This includes packets transmitted by a mix in its roles as both edge mix and middle mix. The packets transmitted by a mix during period $t$ include the payload data received during period $t-1$.

Specifically, each mix transmits $n$ packets to each of $m$ mixes during a batch period. At the beginning of a period, each mix assigns the payload data received in its role as a middle mix, and assign it to the designated edge mixes. If payload data worth more than $n$ packets are assigned to a given edge mix, the excess packets are dropped. Then, the mix randomly assigns payload data it received in its role as an edge mix to middle mixes with available payload capacity in its packet slots. If there is more payload data than available slots, excess packets are dropped. If there are more slots than payload data (the common case), then chaff data is added as needed to fill the $n$ packets. To achieve a constant rate, each mix schedules a packet for transmission a fixed interval after the previous packet was acknowledged (retransmitting dropped packets as needed).

To efficiently accommodate temporal variations in aggregate payload rates in the core, our design allows the mix-to-mix link rates to vary over time, but the target rates on all links are identical at any instant.

**Security.** Consider the security properties of mixes exchanging bidirectional encrypted traffic at a fixed target rate. Due to flow and congestion control, the achieved rate on a link may differ from the target. The important thing to note, however, is that the actual rate on a link reflects only the capacity and congestion state of the underlying network, and reveals nothing about the payload it carries. Thus, the constant rate traffic is perfectly resistant to passive traffic analysis. Moreover, actively delaying or dropping traffic on a link does not reveal any useful information, because the downstream node’s outgoing stream rate will not be affected (it simply adds more chaff). Changes in the target rate on all inter-mix links over time reveal some information about the aggregate payload traffic rate in the core. Given the assumed high degree of flow multiplexing in the core, however, it reveals nothing about individual flows or the communicating partners.

### 3.3.2 Traffic obfuscation at the edges

To resist traffic analysis, Aqua must also obscure traffic on client links. The target rate of encrypted traffic on a client link can change dynamically, to accommodate variations in a client’s payload traffic efficiently. However, any target rate adjustment on a client link must coincide with an equivalent adjustment by a set of clients that form an anonymity set called a kset. The target rate of a client link is the sum of the target rates of all ksets the client is currently a member of. This technique allows Aqua to accommodate variations in clients’ payload traffic rates while ensuring that any given client’s observable rate change is indistinguishable from that of $k$ other clients. By seeking to form ksets out of clients with correlated payload traffic, Aqua can reduce overhead for a given anonymity set size.

**Design.** A client announces to its edge mix when it has an incoming or outgoing flow it would like to start, along with its available bandwidth capacity. The mix in turn announces this information to other mixes, without revealing the client’s id.

Mixes wait until they have collectively received about $k + \Delta$ ($\Delta$ defined below) announcements each for incoming and outgoing flows, or a timeout occurs. When possible, mixes match announcements for flows with a similar expected rate. When a timeout occurs with less than $k$ matching announcements, additional clients with available link capacity are randomly selected to join a kset, even if they have no flows to start. At this point, the mixes ask the clients in the kset and their edge mixes to simultaneously increase their current client link rates by a specified kset rate. The kset rate is equal to the minimum available capacity of all selected clients, or the maximal requested flow rate, whichever is lower. We describe a simple, greedy algorithm for kset formation in more detail in Section 4.3.

Once the clients in a kset have jointly increased their rates, they must eventually decrease their rates by the kset rate simultaneously, to avoid leaking any information about individual flows. Clients whose flows end early must continue to send chaff at the required rate. They are free to start new flows within the anonymity set to fill the available capacity. When one of the $k$ clients fails or departs abruptly, the remaining members of an anonymity set must immediately reduce their rates by the kset rate. To tolerate such departures more gracefully, sets may be formed with more than $k$ clients initially, as described below.

In practice, the implementation operates in time-synchronized epochs. A typical epoch time might be 30 seconds. Aqua collects flow announcements and forms ksets during the present epoch, and starts these ksets at the beginning of the next epoch. In Aqua, all clients send and receive at a low constant baseline rate. This make sense for applications with many small flows and background signaling traffic, like BitTorrent.

**Forming ksets.** To achieve $k$-anonymity, a kset must in practice include $k + \Delta$ members. The extra $\Delta$ clients are required to compensate for kset members attached to compromised edge mixes and clients controlled by the attacker. While not required for anonymity, some number of extra kset members can also reduce the need for ungraceful kset shut-downs due to client or mix failure. Consider the case of $M$ mixes, $m \ast M$ of which are controlled by the attacker, and $C$ clients, $c \ast C$ of which are controlled by the attacker. Uncompromised clients attach to random mixes, but the compromised clients attach evenly to the uncompromised mixes.

First, to limit the impact of compromised mixes, Aqua requires that each mix contribute an equal number of clients ($((k+\Delta)/M)$ to each kset. To compensate for kset members attached to compromised mixes, we need to add $m(k+\Delta)$ clients to a kset; to compensate for compromised clients attached to the uncompromised mixes, we need to add $((1-m)(k+\Delta)c$ clients to a kset. To tolerate client and mix failures, we add an empirical number $r$ clients. Thus, $\Delta = r + k \frac{mc}{m+c}\frac{c}{r} - r$. For instance, when $k = 100; r = 0; c = m = 0.1; \Delta = 23.45$.

The required number of clients $((k+\Delta)/M)$ contributed to a kset by each mix is generally a fractional value. Therefore, some mixes have to contribute one more client than others in practice. The mixes that contribute an additional client must be chosen deterministically to avoid any bias towards compromised mixes, and fairly to avoid load imbalance. Aqua uses consistent hashing among the mixes to make a deterministic choice, parameterized by a global kset sequence number for load balance.

**Security.** Let us consider the subgraph of client links whose rates change in response to a flow start-up/shut-down. The set of clients who might be communicating is simply the
A rate increase by $r$ bits/s in response to a flow start-up must simultaneously affect a subgraph $s$ that connects at least $k + \Delta$ clients.

2. A rate decrease in response to a flow shut-down, mix failure or client departure that reduces $s$ to less than $k$ members must be accompanied by a simultaneous rate reduction by $r$ in the entire $s$.

These conditions ensure that the attacker cannot infer which client within a set of $k$ clients is communicating. The reason is that any observable rate change is consistent with the start-up or shut-down of a flow by any client within the set of $k$ clients. Each kset is effectively an instance of a uniform rate chaffed network, like the one used in Aqua’s core.

### 3.4 Rendezvous

For clients who wish to be reached anonymously (receiver anonymity), as is the case in BitTorrent, Aqua provides a rendezvous mechanism similar to Tor’s hidden service mechanism. This design comprises four components: a hidden receiver, a directory server, the rendezvous point, and the introduction point. The hidden receiver is a client who offers a (hidden) service (e.g., BitTorrent) to other clients of the anonymity network. The directory server keeps track of where to contact hidden receivers. The rendezvous point relays the payload data traffic between a client and the hidden receiver. The introduction point is where the hidden receiver listens for connections.

We illustrate this design for rendezvous in Fig. 2. Note that all lines in Fig. 2 represent full three-hop Aqua circuits, thus providing anonymity for both client and hidden receiver with respect to the other components. A hidden receiver starts by requesting that an introduction point listens for incoming connections from clients (1). The receiver then publishes the contact information of its introduction point in the directory service (2). Clients find out about the receiver out of band and look up its introduction point in the directory (3). For robustness, a receiver can have several introduction points. The client then requests that a rendezvous listens for incoming connections from the receiver on its behalf (4) and notifies the receiver through the introduction point (5 & 6). Finally, the receiver connects to the client (7 & 8) after which, the two can communicate through the rendezvous. Note that the final communications path has six mixes. The rendezvous node itself acts as the exit mix at the far end of both the client’s and the hidden receiver’s circuit.

**Security.** Rendezvous provides both sender and receiver anonymity, because it concatenates two sender-anonymous circuits. Because each side chooses its own set of edge mixes, neither client’s anonymity depends on choices made by the other client.

### 3.5 Attacks

Next, we discuss attacks within our threat model and how Aqua defends against them.

**Passive traffic analysis attack.** The traffic rate on links in the core does not depend on individual payload flows. Traffic analysis on core links is therefore unproductive. At the edges, all rate changes coincide on at least $k$ client links. Therefore, the attacker cannot tell which of the $k$ clients are communicating.

**Active traffic analysis attack.** Here, the attacker manipulates the flow of encrypted, chaffed Aqua traffic by delaying, dropping or reissuing packets. Doing so has no impact on the rate of downstream chaffed traffic, so it does not help the attacker trace payload flows. For that, the attacker needs access to a client’s payload flow at the other end of an Aqua circuit. However, this case is ruled out by the threat model.

**Compromised middle mix.** The attacker cannot decrypt the contents or circuit ids of packets it forwards, but learns the edge mixes between which a packet travels. To find out which client is communicating, the attacker would have to (i) estimate the aggregate payload traffic between a pair of edge nodes based on the isolated sample packets it sees, (ii) analyze traffic at the two edge mixes to determine the set of attached clients who share ksets, and (iii) infer which of these clients are communicating by correlating rate changes in a kset with changes of the observed aggregate payload rate. With a single flow between a pair of mixes, this could conceivably allow an attacker to narrow the candidate client set to $(k + \Delta)/M$; per our assumption, however, a large number of flows (and thus ksets) exist between any pair of mixes at any time, making this attack infeasible in practice.

**Compromised rendezvous mix or hidden receiver.** A client’s anonymity is not affected by a compromised rendezvous mix or hidden receiver, because it depends only on the edge mixes chosen by the client.

**Compromised clients (Sybil attack).** Clients controlled by the attacker effectively reduce the anonymity provided by each kset they participate in. Aqua compensates by increasing kset sizes based on the given bound on the proportion of compromised clients, to ensure a minimum of $k$ uncompromised clients in the set. Thus, the attack is not effective as long as the proportion remains within the bound.

**Long-term intersection attacks.** In a long-term intersection attack, the attacker takes advantage of repeated communication between a pair of clients to observe which clients are (almost) always part of a kset. Over a long time, the intersection of these successive ksets will shrink towards the communicating clients. The attack requires that a pair of clients communicate repeatedly and in a way that the at-
tacker can predict (e.g., by inferring that clients are likely to communicate whenever they are online). In general, users of anonymizing networks must take care to avoid predictable communication patterns (e.g., not go online only when communicating) to avoid this attack.

4. EVALUATION

In this section, we use trace-driven simulations to analyze the bandwidth overhead of traffic chaffing and the latency of the *Aqua* design. We show that *Aqua* offers strong privacy guarantees at low overhead in terms of throughput and latency.

We evaluate the performance of *Aqua* relative to other representative approaches for anonymous communication. To provide an apples-to-apples comparison of the network overhead of alternative designs, we extract the key mechanisms for anonymity and traffic analysis resistance for each anonymity system and evaluate their impact on performance. At a high level, we find that other anonymous system designs either sacrifice performance or scalability, whereas *Aqua* achieves both on BitTorrent workloads. To summarize our key results, we find that on this workload, *Aqua* has low overhead (10-30%) and low throttling (10-50%), significantly lower than other anonymization systems. It accomplishes this with latency that is a small fraction (12%) larger than in onion routing systems.

We discuss the dataset that we use for this analysis in the next section. Then we describe the goals of our evaluation in Sec. 4.2 and detail the systems models that we evaluate in Sec. 4.3. We present the results of our evaluation in Sec. 4.4 and discuss limitations of our simulation-based analysis in Sec. 4.5. We close with some preliminary results from a prototype implementation of *Aqua* in Tor in Sec. 4.6.

4.1 Dataset

We use trace-based simulations to evaluate the efficiency and privacy of *Aqua* and some of its related work. Specifically, we use the Ono dataset, a large collection of trace data gathered from BitTorrent users [7]. This data is gathered by Ono, a plugin for the Vuze BitTorrent client that attempts to bias peer connections toward relatively nearby hosts to reduce cross-ISP traffic in P2P systems. In addition to providing this service, the plugin collects anonymous information about transfer rates, ping latencies and traceroute paths between BitTorrent peers for connections established by participating users. Ono collects no Personal Identifiable Information (PII) nor information about the files that users download; users can opt out of data collection at any time.

To analyze the overhead in terms of transfer rates, we use flow samples from real BitTorrent transfers. The data contains per-flow transfer rate samples recorded at 30-second intervals for each peer in the trace. On average there are over 1,000 users online at any time. We use the trace of November 2010, which includes approximately 20 million samples per day. We infer the bandwidth capacity of each peer using the maximum transfer rate observed during the month. To analyze the delay overhead, we use latencies measured from traceroutes issued by the BitTorrent hosts. This data includes more than 200 million measurements.

4.2 Goals

We focus on evaluating the network overheads of the *Aqua* design and comparing them with alternative designs for anonymous communication. Specifically, we quantify the costs of each system according to the following metrics:

**Overhead.** We define the overhead as the number of chaff bytes each endpoint sends divided by the number of all bytes (chaff and payload) sent. The overhead captures the amount of additional bandwidth consumed by a design to resist traffic analysis.

**Throttling.** We define throttling as follows. For each endpoint, we define the number of throttled bytes as the absolute difference between the number of payload bytes sent in the BitTorrent trace and those sent by a given simulated system during the same period. We then divide the number of throttled bytes by the total number of payload bytes sent in the BitTorrent trace. The throttling indicates the slowdown imposed by an anonymity network as compared to using unmodified BitTorrent.

**Latency.** We define latency overhead as the additional delay due to using multiple hops through an anonymity network compared to using direct Internet paths.

4.3 System Models

We evaluate four models of anonymity systems, representative of designs described in Sections 2 and 3. Table 2 gives an overview of the different models. We assume that hosts in the core of the network (mixes) have sufficient capacity to support all flows in the system without throttling. Further, we quantify the anonymity of each system as the number of clients within an anonymity set.

**Constant-rate.** In the constant-rate model, online endpoints exchange constant traffic with their edge mix at their capacity rate. Online but inactive endpoints exchange only chaff traffic with their edge mix. When endpoints become active, they replace chaff traffic with payload traffic. The constant-rate model achieves an anonymity equal to the number of online endpoints in the system.

**Broadcast.** [Example: P³ and DC-Nets] The broadcast model partitions online endpoints into fixed size broadcast groups. Endpoints within each group share a broadcast channel, so every message to a single endpoint is broadcast to all endpoints in the same group. Group members always send and receive traffic at a constant rate equal to the minimum capacity of all group members, pad payload traffic with chaff traffic as needed, and throttle payload traffic when its speed exceeds this rate. To limit throttling, we assign endpoints to broadcast groups based on their capacity in our simulations. The broadcast model provides k-anonymity among the endpoints of each broadcast group.

**P2P.** [Example: Tarzan] The P2P model assumes traffic is routed only between neighbors in the P2P overlay. Each pair of neighbors maintains a bidirectional, constant-rate stream, into which payload traffic can be inserted. The constant rate of each stream should satisfy two constraints: a) the sum of rates of streams from/to an endpoint must be no larger than

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model (Example)</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Anonymity set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant-rate C</td>
<td>broadcast group k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast (P³)</td>
<td>broadcast group k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2P (Tarzan)</td>
<td>peer group n</td>
<td>min(n^kops, N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqua</td>
<td>k-set</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Models evaluated in this section. The total number of participating hosts is N.
its sending/receiving capacity; b) any stream’s rate must be no larger than the sender’s sending rate and the receiver’s receiving rate. The anonymity of the P2P model increases exponentially with the number of P2P hops. Specifically, it is \( \min(n^r, N) \), where \( n \) is the number of P2P connections, \( h \) is the number of hops and \( N \) is the size of the system. We use \( h = 3 \) and \( n = 2.5, 10 \).

**Aqua.** Aqua is the design presented in Section 3, where endpoints form ksets and use mixes to route their traffic. The Aqua trace-driven simulations model ksets for various \( k \). The simulator obfuscates traffic by adding chaff or throttling connections based on the nominal rate of the kset (i.e., the minimum available capacity in the kset). A peer is not allowed to exit the system until its kset is torn down; if the associated flow is inactive, the peer must continue to send chaff traffic at the kset rate. In our simulations, Aqua assigns peers to ksets using a greedy online algorithm that matches peers with similar capacities. During each round all \( N \) peers that need to join ksets are ordered according to their capacity. We assign the first \( k \) peers to the same kset, the second \( k \) peers to another kset, and so on until all peers are assigned to a kset. The last \((N \mod k)\) peers must postpone transfers until their kset is complete (e.g., from peers with new flows starting in the next round). Aqua provides \( k \)-anonymity among the members of a kset.

### 4.4 Results

Next, we present the simulation results. We find that on the BitTorrent workload, Aqua incurs substantially less overhead and throttling than other anonymity system designs (e.g., as little as 1/3 of the overhead and 1/2 of the throttling when compared to an alternative P2P-based anonymity system), and its delay from multiple hops is not sufficiently large to impact performance for P2P file sharing (the delay is not significantly larger than onion routing).

#### 4.4.1 Endpoint Performance

At the endpoints, the network cost of anonymizing systems is overhead from chaff traffic and throttling to maintain traffic-analysis resistance. With the exception of Aqua, we find that the evaluated models sacrifice performance, scalability or both. Importantly, ksets efficiently provide anonymity for the large numbers of flows generated by BitTorrent; further, Aqua’s infrastructure-based mixes provide the relatively large bandwidth resources required for resisting traffic analysis.

**Methodology.** To evaluate the performance of each system design, we use the timeseries of BitTorrent flows form the Ono dataset. In particular, when a peer in the trace initiates a flow, we simulate the protocols described in the previous section. Each system imposes overhead and throttling, which we track and compare to the empirical traces as a baseline representing performance without any anonymity.

To evaluate large kset sizes (i.e., 1000) in Aqua, we need more concurrent users than exist in our dataset. To generate a larger set that is representative of the original dataset, we stack daily traces by modifying timestamps \( t \) in the trace to be \( t/(24 \times 60 \times 60) \). This means two peers online at the same time of day are online concurrently in the stacked traces regardless of which day of the month they were online.

**Overhead.** We show the overhead of constant-rate, broadcast (e.g., \( P^5 \)), P2P (e.g., Tarzan), and Aqua designs in Fig. 3. Aqua incurs significantly less overhead than other designs, mainly because ksets efficiently match peers’ payload flows, requiring only moderate chaff traffic. Below, we describe the results in more detail.

**Constant-rate.** In the Constant-rate design, peers exchange chaffed traffic at their capacity rate. In Fig. 3, the median overhead over all peers is 0.95 because half the peers utilize at most 5% of their bandwidth capacity over the duration of the trace. As a result, these peers must generate 95% of chaff to maintain their target rate. Hence, the overhead is inversely proportional to the peers’ bandwidth utilization, which leads to high overhead, even in the case of BitTorrent. 

**Broadcast.** With the Broadcast design, each message is broadcast to every group member. With \( k \) group members, one unit of payload traffic generates \((k-1)/k\) units of chaff. Thus, the overhead of each group member is approximately \((k-1)/k\) on average, approaching 1 as \( k \) increases. We see in Fig. 3 that the median overhead of the broadcast design is always above 0.95. For example, for \( k=10 \), the peers’ median overhead is 0.97. The higher overhead in the simulations is explained by peers running out of payload during their slot and padding with chaff. High overhead makes the broadcast design unsuitable for bandwidth intensive applications like BitTorrent.

**P2P.** In the P2P design, each peer keeps constant rate streams with a fixed number of other peers, and inserts payload into these streams; that is, at every time unit, the sum of chaff bytes and real traffic bytes is constant. When forming the P2P overlay paths, flows may be unevenly distributed over streams (i.e., several flows may share the same links), meaning some number of streams generate only chaff traffic (pure overhead) while others generate only payload traffic. As the number of P2P connections \( n \) increases the number of chaffed overlay links increases, while the number of payload flows remains constant. Thus, the overhead ratio increases for P2P as \( k \) increases. Aqua. For Aqua, the overhead comes from chaff traffic generated by kset members with less payload than the kset transfer rate. This chaff traffic is generated only while a kset is active. Because ksets have relatively short lifetimes, peers spend less time generating chaff traffic than in the other designs, thus contributing to a significantly lower overhead. Furthermore, we observe that the overhead ratio decreases with larger \( k \) because the amount of traffic (chaff or payload bytes) sent over each link is constrained by the slowest connection. Larger ksets are likely to include relatively low-bandwidth peers, which reduces the rate at which each host sends traffic. These lower rates lead to relatively lower overhead for flows containing only chaff traffic.

**Throttling.** We show the throttling results for the constant-rate, broadcast, P2P, and Aqua designs in Fig. 4. At a high level, the volumes of chaff traffic required by Broadcast and P2P are quite large; Aqua reduces this throttling by grouping peers with similar bandwidth demands into the same ksets, then tearing down ksets as soon as all members’ flows have completed. The constant-rate design has no throttling, as expected, at the expense of high overhead.

**Constant rate.** The constant-rate design has no throttling because all endpoints always send or receive traffic at their capacity rate.

**Broadcast.** Throttling in the Broadcast design depends on the groups’ capacities and sizes \( k \), and the payload bandwidth demand of peers. The impact of groups’ capacities on
Figure 3: Overhead of traffic obfuscation at the edges for the different designs. Shown on the y axis are the median, 10th and 90th percentile of the overhead. The bars from left to right for Broadcast, P2P, and Aqua correspond to k equals 10, 100, and 1,000. Note that Constant-rate is not parameterized by k, so we show its overhead for the number of peer in our traces.

Throttling is minimal in our simulations because we assign peers to broadcast groups based on their bandwidth capacities. The main factor affecting the degree of throttling is k because the capacity available for payload in a broadcast group is 1/k. We see in Fig. 4 that there is little throttling for k = 10 because there is enough available bandwidth to satisfy peers’ demand rate (5% in the median case). However, throttling increases considerably for larger k because the bandwidth available for payload is insufficient to meet peers’ demands.

P2P. In the P2P model, the number of overlay links increases with n and so the capacity of individual P2P links decreases. As a result, the throttling increases with the size of the anonymity set.

Aqua. With Aqua, the median download throttling remains between 0.02 and 0.21 for all values of k. When all peers in a kset have sufficient capacity, flow rates ramp up without throttling. When a fraction of peers finish their flows before others, there is throttling for idle peers until all peers can ramp down simultaneously. The impact of this throttling is limited because flows in BitTorrent are short-lived.

Throttling increases with k = 1,000 because it is more likely that a high-capacity peer joins a kset with a lower-capacity peer, forcing the high-capacity peer to throttle its throughput to that of the lowest-capacity peer. A potential optimization is to prevent such ksets from forming unless there is no alternative option, or even delaying a transfer to wait for a sufficient number of peers with similar capacity to appear.

4.4.2 Mix performance

Next, we present the results for network overhead incurred by routing traffic over multiple hops, where traffic is mixed and chaffed. Note that these results apply only to designs that use mixes, namely, Constant-rate and Aqua. We find that, in general, Aqua has low overhead in the core, because multipath routing evenly balances payload traffic across mixes, reducing the need for chaff.

Methodology. For this evaluation, we use a twenty-mix full mesh topology, and simulate single-path routing, multi-path routing, and perfect routing. Here, perfect routing assumes that flows can be split and routed perfectly among all the mixes and links, i.e., distributed evenly so as to minimize the necessary chaff traffic. For multi-path routing, the number of paths for each flow is the number of mixes minus two, as described in Section 3. We provision the mix network with aggregated bandwidth required by the worst case, Constant-rate with single path routing.

In Constant-rate simulations, each pair of mixes exchange traffic at the same constant rate, which is the maximum payload rate on all links over all the simulation time. In Aqua simulations, we allow link rates to vary uniformly every hour, so at any time, the rates on all links are identical, and equal to the maximum link payload rate in this hour.

Overhead. We show the overhead of Constant-rate and Aqua in Fig. 5, each with three routing schemes, single-path routing, multi-path routing, and perfect routing, respectively. Although Constant-rate with single-path routing has a median overhead above 0.49, the overhead is reduced to 0.1 when multi-path routing is used.

Compared to Constant-rate, Aqua mixes can dynamically change rates. As a result, overheads are significantly lower—less than 0.01 in all cases. Taking Aqua receive rates as an example, we find that overhead is 0.0093 for single-path routing, and less than an order of magnitude smaller when using multi-path (0.00088). While the absolute difference is small in this case, it is relative to a large capacity required for Constant-rate traffic. Thus, in practice multipath can
lead to substantial overhead savings relative to single-path routing.

4.4.3 Multi-hop Latency

Next, we consider the question of how much additional latency is imposed by each anonymity system and determine its impact on transfer rates. Our key finding is that latency for Aqua is comparable to that of onion routing, and the added latency will not significantly impact the rates for the vast majority of BitTorrent flows in our dataset.

Methodology. Our deployment model for Aqua includes mixes that are located in hosting providers in the core of the network, e.g., in well-connected points of presence (PoPs). To model the latency overhead in Aqua, we would like to use empirical delays from peers in edge networks to hosts in popular PoPs, and delays between hosts in popular PoPs. Furthermore, we want to include a set of delays exclusively between peers in edge networks to compare with an approach such as Tarzan.

To address these needs, we use latencies gathered from 200 million traceroutes between Ono users between March 1, 2010 and June 1, 2010. These measurements provide end-to-end latency measurements between end-users, as well as hop-by-hop delays to intermediate routers.

Estimating the delay through an Aqua deployment requires a set of mix locations and the latencies between them. We further leverage the traceroute dataset by assuming mixes will be placed in networks that are traversed by a large fraction of paths between end users. Specifically, we count the number of distinct source/destination pairs that traverse each AS boundary (using IP-to-AS translation), then use the 100 most popular networks as mix locations. We obtain the latency between a client and mix using the traceroute-based delay measured when the client probed the mix location. Because most pairs of mix locations are traversed by at least one end-to-end traceroute measurement, we obtain a nearly complete matrix of delays between our selected mix locations. Our simulation does not use paths for which our dataset does not contain a delay measurement.

To avoid being biased by paths through large tier-1 networks, we pick at most two mix locations per AS. The resulting set of locations spans 70 ASNs and 25 countries in North America, Europe, Asia and South Africa.

For each set of latencies measured directly between endpoints (i.e., the last hop of a traceroute), we require there be at least three sample values and take the median latency. We further filter out latencies that are unreasonably large (>1000 ms), as they are indicative of severe buffer bloat or other transient performance problems that we do not intend to capture with this analysis. Specifically, we wish to capture the additional delay from mix hops that are located in the core of the network and not subject to last-mile delays.

Results. We obtained simulation results for latencies according to the following models:

- **Aqua.** There are two concatenated mix circuits, meaning 6 mix hops in each direction (12 hops total). Each mix is located in a well-connected network as described above, endpoints are located in access networks, and we show results for a batch period of 10 ms.

- **Circuit-switched (Onion).** There are two concatenated onion circuits, resulting in six distinct hops between endpoints, traversed once in each direction (12 hops total). Each onion hop is located in a PoP, the endpoints are located in access networks.

- **P2P (Tarzan).** There are six onion hops, each of which is located in an access network.
We sample 100,000 pairs of hosts, simulate latency over 1000 randomly selected paths, then report results for the median latencies. Figure 6 shows CDFs, where each point \((x, y)\) represents the latency value \(x\) for a single source-destination pair (cumulative fraction, \(y\)). There is one curve for the direct path between a source and destination (labeled “direct”), and one curve each for the median latencies in \(\text{Aqua}\), onion routing and P2P routing (labeled as “Aqua, Onion routing, P2P!”). While it is not surprising that there are higher delays in \(\text{Aqua}\) from six additional overlay hops in each direction compared to direct-path routing, the median latencies stay within a constant factor of the direct-path delays. For example, the median delay for \(\text{Aqua}\) latency is approximately five times the median delay for direct path latency when using a delay of 10 ms at each hop. Note that when compared to onion routing, \(\text{Aqua}\) imposes only an additional 120 ms of delay due to buffering for chaffing at mixes. Thus, \(\text{Aqua}\) offers resiliency to timing attacks, at the cost of a modest additional delay (12%) over Tor.

We observe that P2P routing has nearly 20% larger the median latency when compared to \(\text{Aqua}\) with 10 ms delays at each hop. The reason is the latency of traversing last-mile links at each hop in P2P routing, when compared to latencies between mixes in \(\text{Aqua}\) located in the network core.

In the worst case, both \(\text{Aqua}\) and onion routing may suffer latencies of one or two seconds. Focusing at the top of Fig. 6, \(\text{Aqua}\)’s latency is a full second faster than P2P routing. While both approaches suffer large delays in the worst case, the impact on end-to-end performance differs. For onion routing, which is circuit-based, a poor circuit choice lasts until the circuit is torn down—potentially affecting many flows. Importantly, \(\text{Aqua}\) picks paths on a per-packet basis, limiting the impact of such poor choices.

**Impact of Latency.** We now consider the impact of additional delays on the maximum rate for a TCP flow over a path and evaluate whether it impacts end-to-end performance for an application like BitTorrent. We use the traditional formula

\[
\text{Rate} = (1.2 + MSS)/(RTT + \sqrt{\text{loss}})
\]

and estimate the steady-state transfer rate for a flow experiencing 1% packet loss, using a maximum segment size (MSS) of 536 bytes and the RTT of the 90th percentile of the distribution in Fig. 6. We then compare this steady-state rate with the distribution of maximum transfer rates for peers in our dataset (these are considered the peer capacity). For each of the routing models considered in the previous section, we estimate the end-to-end rate as the minimum of the per-hop TCP connection in the multi-hop overlay. Further, we focus on upload rates because asymmetric bandwidth in access networks implies that senders’ transfer rates are the main bottleneck in BitTorrent. Last, we assume there are 10 simultaneous flows for each user, based on the average number of parallel flows per peer in our dataset (9.6).

We find that the steady-state transfer rates for \(\text{Aqua}\), Onion and P2P routing are at least 10, 12.3 and 6.1 KB/s, respectively, for 90% of peers. By comparison, 90% of flows in our BitTorrent traces have a send rate less than 13.4 KB/s. We then compare these per-flow rates with empirically measured peer capacities. When there are 10 parallel flows, we find that only 14.6% of paths experience throttling in the upload direction for \(\text{Aqua}\) (10% for Onion and 27% for P2P). Thus, we believe that the delays incurred by overlay routing should not significantly reduce available capacity in the system for the vast majority of peers and paths.

**4.5 Caveats**

**Simulation limitations.** Our simulation approach captures realistic session times, throughput capacities and connection patterns for BitTorrent. However, our simulation does not account for the following factors.

First, our trace data contains transfer rates along direct paths between hosts, but the anonymous communication designs induce additional latency from multiple hops. We do not model these delays in our simulation but we showed that they do not significantly impact the steady-state transfer rates of existing direct-path flows.

Next, we do not simulate delays or bandwidth constraints at mixes, except for those required for batching. We believe this is reasonable because we expect mixes to be deployed in hosted data centers where bandwidth and processing power are sufficient to support large numbers of users.

Lastly, throttling and kset formation alter the empirical transfer rates and session durations recorded in the trace. This, in turn, would change how BitTorrent establishes future connections in a real implementation. We do not model these second-order effects.

**Dataset limitations.** There are several limitations of the Oto dataset. We use an extensive dataset of empirical latency and flow samples from end users that is representative of paths between users in a P2P network. This does not necessarily reflect the paths between end-users and content providers such as CDNs and Web servers. Likewise, we do not consider the performance impact of load at each mix, though we expect the mix locations to be well provisioned. Finally, there is bias in our empirical dataset in that it represents locations where BitTorrent usage is high. We believe this is also where \(\text{Aqua}\) is most likely to be popular if it were deployed today.

**4.6 Preliminary implementation results**

At the time of this writing, we have implemented \(\text{Aqua}\)’s multipath routing component in Tor v0.2.2.37, which adds approximately 3,000 lines of C code. The implementation of traffic obfuscation as described in Section 3 is still in progress. To quantify the CPU and memory usage of multipath routing, we performed a simple experiment that consists of a client downloading a 100MB file from an Apache server in a well provisioned network with nine \(\text{Aqua}\) prototype mixes. The client’s download rate (averaged over 5 runs) is 9.12Mb/s for a direct connection, 7.52Mb/s with single-path Tor, and 7.68Mb/s with the \(\text{Aqua}\) prototype. On average, Tor proxies use 2% of CPU and 45MB of memory and the \(\text{Aqua}\) prototype mixes use 2.1% of CPU and 46MB of memory. As we can see, the \(\text{Aqua}\) prototype with multipath routing introduces negligible overhead relative to Tor.

**5. CONCLUSION**

We have introduced \(\text{Aqua}\), an efficient traffic-analysis resistant anonymity network for BitTorrent applications. \(\text{Aqua}\) derives its efficiency from using different traffic obfuscation mechanisms in the core and at the edges of the network. In the core, \(\text{Aqua}\) employs uniform rate chaffing
to take advantage of infrequent changes in aggregate traffic. Furthermore, multipath routing disperses traffic hot spots in the core to minimize chaff overhead. At the edges, Aqua dynamically groups peers with correlated payload traffic patterns and couples their rate changes to efficiently provide k-anonymity. We showed that these mechanisms scale to much larger anonymity sets than existing work while achieving latency low enough to have minimal impact on TCP bulk performance in BitTorrent workloads. These properties allow Aqua to anonymize BitTorrent traffic with high bandwidth efficiency. Our future work aims at providing strong anonymity to a broader range of applications.
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